CNC Equestrian Committee Meeting Minutes
March 14, 2018

Stakeholder or public comments

Roll call – Dorothy; Jan; Darlene; Ted; Dean; Rudy
Stakeholders – Jan; Dana; Bryan McQueeney; Charlotte Brodie; Mary Louise; Jeanette

1st Topic: Day of the Horse
Dean – Poster contest was amazing, we had over 350 entries and several ties for winners, too hard to choose best ones.
Jan – who is doing the laminating?
Dorothy - Laminating at printers now, we had over 350 entries.
Martina – Need Program info within the next 4-5 days to send out to printer.
Jan – Who is picking up horseshoes?
Darlene – I will
Darlene – CD12 says we are getting a school bus in lieu of a shuttle, no complaints from the group.
Dorothy – Do we know how many key club kids are coming?
Darlene – We are getting kids from several schools, working on a list from each.
Dean – We need to get their names on the org chart (passed out sheet) in order to be able to thank them for assisting.
Dorothy – Trophy Plus to get trophy this week.
Jeanette – Passed out program schedule of exhibitors. All viewed, commented looks great.
Dean – We need to develop a trailer entrance list for coordinating the horses onto the property.
Passed out a map of location and trailer parking locations.
Mary Louise – Do we need traffic control?
Dorothy – No, traffic is light on Sundays.
Jeanette – Who is the singer for National Anthem?
Does not want times shown, Dean says we need to have an approximate time.
Wanted to confirm when Mitch arrives, might need to move people to accommodate.
Jeanette – Jackeline to sing, need info for what she wants said. Program info, looking to add input, getting spelling of everything.
Dorothy – Need to go get food ordered.
Dean – You and I can go tomorrow afternoon to pick it out.
Jan – Who is getting tables and chairs?
Dean – Darlene handling deliveries of tables, chairs and waste cans from the city
Darlene – Delivery is scheduled for Friday, 04/20
Dean – If no more questions, motion to adjourn
Dorothy – Seconded
Meeting adjourned 8:25pm